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SUMMARY 
This dissertation considers the plant location problem, which 
involves the selection of a subset of plants to be opened from a set of 
possible plant locations. Each plant has a fixed cost and an upper bound 
on its production capability. Fixed costs are incurred when a plant is 
opened (i.e. alowed to produce) and transportation costs are incurred 
in shipping the product from plants to points of demand. The objective 
is to select the subset of plants to open which minimizes total cost, 
while satisfying demand. 
A solution technique for this problem is presented which gives 
optimal solutions. The problem is partitioned into an integer problem and 
a linear problem by using Benders* procedure. An implicit enumeration 
scheme is then applied to the integer problem. The linear problem is only 
solved for those subsets of plants which pass certain feasibility and 
optimality tests, and then it is used to generate constraints which bound 
the objective functions of the integer problem. Methodology is also 
developed and implemented for combining these constraints to form a sur­
rogate constraint which is "better" than the individual constraints. 





This research is concerned with a clas  of problems known as the plant location problem. Other names for the problem are location-alo­cation, facilty location, warehouse location or site selection problems. Al of these problems involve the location of one or more sources to be used to satisfy demand at various destinations. The objective is to detrmine whic  sources should be selected, such that demand is satisfied in an optimal maner. This research wil be restricted to the selection of locations from a pre-detrmined set of posible locations. The terminolgy used wil be that of locating plants (sources) to satisfy demands at warehouses (des­tinations). The objective wil be to minmize total system cost. Ther  are many cost  to be considerd in plant location problems, however they can be thought of as either fixed or variable costs. Vari­able cost  ocur for each unit of product. Examples of such cost  are production, storage and shipping costs. Thes cost  may be summed to 
# provide a single variable cost for each plant-warehouse pair. Fixed cost  are cost  that do not depend on the number of units, and ocur only if a plant location is selected. Examples of fixed cost  are con­struction, leasing and overhead costs, and may be combined to provide a * The algorithm presented in Chapter III wil handle any piecewise-linear convex cost function. 
2 single fixed cost for each plant. The constraints whic  must be satisfied are, first, that demand at warehouses must be satisfied, and secondly, the production required of a plant cannot exced the uper capacity of that plant. The solution should specify one or more plants to be used to satisfy demand, and a dis­tribution schedule utilzing the specifed plants. 
The objectives of this thesis arei (1) To develop an algorithm whic  finds optimal solutions to the plant location problem, as defined above, based on Benders' partioning scheme. (2) To investigate computaional aspects of the algorithm and detrmine areas wher further work is waranted. 
The problem discused in Chapter I may be stated mathematicaly as 
Objectves 
Mathematicl Formulation 
m n m minmize i«l j-l i-1 subject toi 
m 
( P ) 
i-1 xj > 0 i * 1.2,.. Y. binary i -1,2, ,m| j -1,2 •, m 
, • • • 
3 
wher m is the number of posible plant locations n is the number of warehouses ĉj is the cost of one unit of product made at plant i and shiped to warehouse j f, is the fixed cost at plant i M. is the capacity of plant i D. is the demand at warehouse j j is the flow from plant i to warehouse j is a binary variable whose value is one if plant i is open, and zero if closed. The objective is to minmize total cost, consitng of both variable and fixed costs. The first set of constraints requires the number of units shiped from each plant to be less than the plant capacity if the plant is open, or zero if the plant is closed. The second group of constraints guarantes that the demand at each warehouse wil be satisfied. Finaly, the flow from plant i to warehouse j must be non-negative. Clearly this is a mixed-integer programming problem. Literature Survey Work done on the fixed charge location problem may be categorized into aproximate solution techniques and exact solution techniques. Aproximate solution procedures are aimed at finding god solutions but cannot guarnte  optimality, wheras exact algorithms give optimal solu­tions. This research wil be concerned with developing an exact algorithm 
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to solve the problem. 
Approximate Solution Techniques 
There have been many approximate (or heuristic) solution tech­
niques presented in the literature. This research will present three 
of the most widely cited papers. These three approaches are represen­
tative of the available heuristic programs for the fixed charge location 
problem, 
Kuehn-Hamburqer. Kuehn and Hamburger [12] have developed a heu­
ristic program for solving the warehouse location problem. They present 
the objective as determining the correct balance of warehouse costs to 
savings created by: (l) reducing transportation costs; (2) improving 
delivery times. The solution method used can be thought of as two dis­
tinct partst (l) a main program which locates warehouses, and (2) a bump 
and shift routine which modifies solutions obtained by the main program. 
The main program locates warehouses one at a time until no decrease 
in cost occurs. Three heuristics used in the main program arei (l) 
Locations of promise occur at or near concentrations of demand. (2) Near 
optimum warehousing systems can be developed by locating warehouses one 
at a time, where the warehouse added contributes the least cost to the 
entire system. (3) Only a smal subset of all possible locations need 
be considered in detail at each stage to determine which warehouse is to 
be added* 
The bump and shift routine modifies solutions of the main pro­
gram by eliminating those warehouses that have become uneconomical as 
a result of locating other warehouses, and then atempts to interchange 
potential warehouses while keeping demand satisfied. 
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Manne. Manne [14] explores the use of a "one-point move" algo­
rithm to solve the plant location problem. Once locations are deter­
mined, the problem may be solved as a standard transportation problem, 
Letting a vector of ones and zeros (representing open and closed plants 
respectively) define a unit hypercube, and starting with some arbitrary 
lattice point, the algorithm searches for the adjacent feasible lattice 
point that results in the greatest improvement. For example, if the vec­
tor (0 0 1 0) represents the initial lattice point, a search would be 
made among the vectors (l 0 1 0), (0 1 1 0) and (0 0 1 l) to 
determine which, if any, combination leads to improvement. If none do, 
the algorithm terminates, otherwise a point is chosen and the search is 
repeated. 
Results for symmetrical problems are acceptable, but asymmetrical 
problems were far from the optimal solution. 
Feldman. Lehrer and Ray. Feldman, Lehrer, and Ray [6] have 
extended and modified the Kuehn-Hamburger model. One extension is to 
alow economies of scale to affect warehousing costs over the entire 
range of warehousing sizes, rather than having a single vixed cost for 
opening a warehouse. That is, the warehouse cost is concave rather than 
the sum of a fixed co6t and a linear operating cost. Feldman et al,. 
point out that this will change the assignment of customers to ware­
houses that have previously been opened, by the Keuhn-Hamburger proce­
dure. 
The solution technique used has both an add routine and a drop 
routine. Add routines start with all warehouses unavailable, and suc­
cessively "open" warehouses, while drop routines start with all warehouses 
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available and successively close them. Add routines must first reach feas­
ibility, and this may override cost considerations. Therefore Feldman 
et al. start with all warehouses open and drop one at the time until a 
local optimum is reached. Solutions determined by the drop routine are 
often better than those obtained by the add routine. 
Exact Solution Techniques 
All algorithms discussed in this section are exact (i.e. yield 
global optimum solutions) solution techniques. The important features 
of each will be discussed. 
Efrovmson and Ray. Efroymson and Ray [4] have developed an algo­
rithm for the simple plant location problem. The formulation of the sim­
ple plant location problem assumes that there are no capacity constraints 
on plants, that is, any one plant can satisfy demand at all warehouses. 
The algorithm is a branch and bound scheme (see Lawler and Wood [13]) in 
which the binary restrictions are dropped and the problem solved as a lin­
ear program. Then branching is performed on non-binary variables, using 
the folowing three rules. 
(1) Find a minimum bound for the cost reduction of opening a 
plant. This is done by determining the decrease in transportation cost 
obtained by opening the plant, and subtracting the fixed cost associated 
with that plant. If this quantity is positive, the plant will be fixed 
open, 
(2) If it is cheaper to supply a given demand from an open plant, 
do so. 
(3) Find a minimum bound for the cost reduction of opening a 
plant, and, if negative, leave the plant closed. 
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Spielberg. Another algorithm for the simple plant location 
problem has been developed by Spielberg [17]. His formulation of the 
problem includes side conditions, or configuration constraints. A 
typical configuration constraint might be that only a certain number 
of plants are alowed to be open at any time, or if some particular 
plant is open, then another particular plant must be closed. Benders* 
partitioning procedure [l] was applied and the problem partitioned into 
linear and integer sub-problems. The integer problem is then solved by 
an implicit enumeration scheme (see Geoffrion [8]), while the linear 
problem is used for bounding the integer problem. Branching rules used 
are bounding the alowable fixed cost, cancelation for non-positive gain 
(similar to Efroymson and Ray's rule one) and finally, the integrality 
of the solutions to the linear problem. 
Sa. Sa [16] presents both a heuristic and an exact algorithm 
for the plant location problem (with capacity constraints). The exact 
algorithm uses a branch and bound technique, solving linear approxima­
tion problems to determine bounds on the mixed integer problem. When 
all free variables are set to one, the linear problem gives an upper 
bound, and by letting the integer variables assume fractional values, a 
lower bound is obtained. 
The major pruning rules used, are one based on rule one of Efroymson 
and Ray, and one which bounds the fixed cost, as suggested by Gray [ll]. 
Marks. Marks [15] has also applied branch and bound technique 
to the plant location problem. The main feature of his algorithm is the 
formulation of the problem as a network flow problem. The fixed cost of 
a plant is divided by the capacity of the plant, and the resulting cost 
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per unit is incurred for each unit a plant supplies. If a plant is not 
used at all. or it is used at capacity, then this approximation is 
equivalent to the fixed cost. If some plant supplies less than its 
capacity, but more than zero, the problem is then solved with the plant 
open and its fixed cost incurred, and again with the plant closed. This 
continues until the optimal solution is found and verified. This pro­
cedure utilizes the restart capabilities of network flow algorithms. 
Davis and Ray. Another exact algorithm for the plant location 
problem has been developed by Davis and Ray [3]. This procedure is a 
branch and bound algorithm, and is similar to that of Marks. The 
original problem formulation is slightly different, and Davis and Ray 
use decomposition to obtain a master problem and a sub-problem. Like 
Marks, Davis and Ray solve sub-problems by a network flow algorithm. 
The master problem need only be solved a few times, but the subproblems 
are solved many times. 
Ellwein. Elwein [5] has developed an algorithm for the plant 
location problem with configuration constraints. Benders' partitioning 
is applied to the problem to reduce the mixed integer problem to two 
sub-problems, a linear problem and an integer problem. The integer 
problem is solved by an implicit enumeration scheme, using the linear 
problem to add bounds to the integer problem. Elwein permanently opens 
plants (in a manner that is analogous to rule one of Efroymson and Ray) 




Partitioning the Problem 
In order to solve (P), any mixed-integer programming algorithm 
could be used. However, this research will use the partitioning scheme 
suggested by Benders [l]. Thus (P) will be partitioned into two sub-prob­
lems, a linear problem (LP), and a zero-one integer problem (IP). 
Folowing the method of Benders, the linear sub-problem for a 
fixed set of ŷ *s is given by 
m n m 
minimize £ £ c^x^ + £ f^ 
i-1 j-1 i-1 
subject to. 
n 





^ > Dj J - 1 , 2 , . . . , n 
i-1 
Xij - 0 i * 1 , 2 , ...,mj j *l,2,...,n 
where all variables are defined in (P), and ŷ  are elements of a given 
binary vector. 
Rearranging the constraints of (P) gives 
1 0 
" I Xij + Miyl * ° 1 M l f 2 m j-l 
m E xij " Dj - 0 j *1»2»---»n • 
1 * 1 
Summing all constraints gives 
m , n v n , m 
11 / II V II * III «w 
Nrl Xij + V i ) + l{l xij - D j V 
1-1 j-l j-l i-l ' 
which reduces to 
m n I V i > I Dj • i-l j-l 
binary i-l, 2, ...,m • 
This constraint requires sufficient capacity available to satisfy demand, 
without regard to a distribution schedule. Clearly, any feasible solution 
to ( P ) satisfies the composite constraint. Conversely, for any bindary 
solution to the composite constraint, a feasible solution to ( P ) can be 
constructed. 






(IP) ni n I V i * I Dj i-l j-l Ĉonstraints of this type will, henceforth, be caled objective function constraints. 
1 1 
binary i -1,2,...,m 
wher K is the set of extreme points of Uf and and ĉ  is the variable cost in (P). Propositon 1 Let ŷ  , i -1,2, .,m be the optimal solution to (IP) with solu-tion value Z Q . Then there exists x̂, i -1,2,...,m; j -1,2,...,n such luxion to \RJ is y with solution value 
m n m 
that the optimal solution to (P) is ŷ, x*̂  i -1,2, .,m; j -1,2, ..,n 
I I c a x l i + I
 fiyi" •z- • ij~ij ' L 'i'i ' zo i-1 j-l i-1 
Prof i Substiuting ŷ  in (P) and omitng the constant term in the objec­tive function gives 
minmize ^ ) CTIX 
m n 
'iĵ ij i-1 j-l subject to* n 
Xij £ xi, < Miy* i *l,2,..,m j-l 
m (P
1) £ x > Dj j «l,2,...,n 
i-1 
xij > 0 i -1,2,...,mj j -1,2,...,n. 
1 2 
The dual of (Pf) is 
m n maximize - £ î̂i *i + E ĵ̂j i-l j-l subject toi 
-rĉ  + Xj < i-l,2,..,m} j-l,2,...,n 
iti > 0 i-l,2, .,m 
Xj > 0 j«l,2,...,n. Clearly TĈ  * Xj * 0 is a feasible solution to this problem, since ĉj ̂  0. Further, since 
m n 
I V i >- I
 Dj 
i-l j-l 
it can be shown that (P*) has a feasible solution. Therefore, since both problems have feasible solutions, both problems have finite optimal solutions. Leting x*j, i -1,2,...,mi j -1,2,...,n be the optimal solu­tion to (P'), and ading the constant term 
m 
i-l to both objective functions gives m n m I I c i / u + 1 -i-l j-l i-l m n m ax  I MiY* + I DjX$ + I flYJ it* \ * t K i-l j-l i-l 
13 wher K is as defined above. The right hand side of the previous equa­tion can be rewriten as 
m **\KeK i-1 j-l 
whic  is the same as z , and hence 
o 
m n m 
i-1 j-l i-1 
Then x̂, ŷ, i-l,2,..,mj j-l,2,..,n is a feasible solution to (P). 
## ## 
Supose it is not optimal. Then there must exist x̂j, ŷ  , i-1,2,.,mj 
## j -l,2,..,n such that ŷ  , i * 1,2,.m is feasible to (IP) and m n m m n m 
i i
 cij*n+ E vr<z i cijxij+i f i < - < 
i-1 j-l i-1 i-1 j-l i-1 
and it must also be an optimal solution to (P1), since, if it wer not, x̂j i -1,2,.,m; j -1,2,..,n could not be optimal to (P). Thus m n m 
i i
 cijxn+1 fiyr • 
i-1 j-l i-1 
m n m 
it ,X eK i-1 j-l i-1 and since yi , i -1,2, .,m is feasible to (P) it is also feasible to (IP) ad thus a solution to (IP) ean be found with value z < z • But  othis contradict the asmption that z* was the optimal tion to (IP), 
14 and the propositon is demonstrated. In order to solve (P), Benders suggest alternately solving (LP) and (IP) until the solution values are equal. Thus, Propositon 1 guarantes that this procedure wil produce the optimal solution to (p), and since K is finite, there wil be a finite number of steps. This does not fuly exploit the properties of (P) however, and a more efi­cient procedure, based on the work of linger [19], wil be explored. Surogate Constraints Since the number of objective function constraints of (IP) may become large, it would be beneficial to condense as much information as posible into one constraint. In particular, if the constraints are only enforced individualy, then it is likely that al of them wil not be satisfied when considerd as a group. A constraint whic  combines information from many constraints is caled a composite or surogate con­straint. Glover [10] and Geofrin [9] have ben instrumental in the development of the concepts of "strongest" surogate constraints. Supose some of the ŷ's are restricted to be one or zero. Let S be the set asociated with restricted, or fixed variables so that if ŷ  -1 then +i c S, and if ŷ  «0 then -ieS. Furthermore, let z+, caled the incumbent solution, be the value of the best solution found thus far, and let K be the number of objective function constraints aded thus far. Now the integer problem (IP) may be writen as minmize z 
o 
subject to. zo "5* " E V i ̂  0 k-l,2f...,J i/S 
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(IP') binary îS z unrestricted o 
wher 
j-l VitS k k &i - - i*1.2,..,mj k-l,2,...,£ 
and 
s • E d J - I
 Mi 
J-l +ieS 
Taking a convex combination of the constraints of (IP'), any solution to (IP') which is beter than the incumbent solution must also satisfy 
I 
I<zo - I v A + ( E V i 
k-l îS i/S 
+ (z+ - z ) > 0 
o 
; ẑk -1 
k-l Hk > 0 k »1,2,.,£+1 ŷ binary îS z uestricted. o
16 
The definiton of the ̂strength" of a surogate constraint is now made, whic  is analogous to that made by Geofrion. That is, the sur­rogate constraint 
; 
I (zo ->k - I + (I V i -M+I+(z+ - zo) >0 
k-l i/S i/S 
k-l 
is said to be stronger than the surogate constraint 
I 
I <zo '*K' I v A 2 + ( I V i - S ) ^ + i + ( z + - zo) >0 
k-l i*S îS 
I 
k-l 
if the maxium of the left-hand side of the first is less than the maxium of the left-hand side of the second constraint. Thus, finding the strongest surogate constraint is, then, finding LI^, k-l,2,...,£ and ŷ, i«l,2,.,m satisfying 
I min max £ (ZQ - b* - [ ajŷ  + ( £ -M)̂+1 ^ y k-l i*S i*S 
+ (z+ - z ) 
o subject to* 
17 
I 
z+ + min I (- bk nk) - M j i ^ 
k̂ k-l + max I (M1 - £ aju^ Yi îS k-l 
subject to: 
I »K ' 1k-l 
Hk > 0 k -1,2 
ŷ  binary i/S 
Now for given nk, k»l,2,...,f 
I max I ( H I H N - I ajuk) Yi Yi i/*S k-l 
Yi binary îS 
k-l jik > 0 k -1,2,. .,£+1 binary i % S z unrestricted o 
T I Since ) u, * 1 then ) z , - z , and z can be removed from L rk L> O k o o 
k-l k-l 
the objective function. 




* max £ (Mt̂ +1 - I ajuk) Yi yi i*S k«l 
0 < Yi < 1 i/S 
From duality, the last program may be expresed as 
minimize £ 
MS subject tot 
I " E a k̂+ Mî+i *0 i*s 
k«l 
UII > 0 i/S 
Substiuting into the original problem gives 
I + T -k - r minimize z - ) b *  + Zj ui 
k«l i*S 
subject toi 
I -»i - E a k + v*+i *0 ̂ s 
k«l 
E he-1 
k-l jik £ 0 k -1,2,..,{+1 ut  0 l/S The solution of this problem gives weights (LÎ) for each existing con­straint to form a surgate contraint.
19 
Taking the dual of (SP) gives 
minimize 6 
subject toi 
B ' I airi * k > 0 k "1,2,..., -
i/S 
0 < Y A < 1 i/S 
6 unrestricted. 
It is obvious that (DSP) is the same problem as (IP1) with the 
binary restriction relaxed. 
If the capacity constraint 
n 
1 Vi * I D j 
ieS j«l 
is satisfied for the set of fixed variables S, then M < 0 and PP+^ 
will equal zero in the optimal solution to (SP). Thus the surrogate 
problem is 
I 
+ V ~k r 




I he - 1 
k-l 
u.k > 0 k-l 
u i ^ 0 i/S 
2 1 
CHAPTER III 
STATEMENT OF THE ALGORITHM 
An algorithm for the solution of the plant location problem (P) 
can now be stated. To facilitate discussion of the algorithm, the fol­
lowing definitions are made. 
Let 
n 
B K " I X j D j k M l > 2 " - - ^ 
k th where Xj is the dual variable associated with the j — warehouse in the 
k ~ solution of (LP), and is the demand at warehouse j. 
Also let 
k k 
ai * fi " V i * *1>2>»»»>mJ k * 1 > 2 , . . . , £ 
where 7tk is the dual variable associated with the i ~ plant in the k ~ 
solution of (LP), and f̂ , M̂^ are the fixed cost and capacity of plant i. 





z o ^ b k + I V i k - 1 . 2 , . . . , * 
m n 
I V i * I D j 
i-l j«l 
ŷ  binary i-l,2,...,m . 
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Suppose that some subset of the possible plant locations must 
be either opened or closed. This is represented by a set S, called a 
partial solution, which contains the positive value of the subscript if 
the plant must be open, and the negative value if it is restricted to be 
closed. If ±i is in S, then the plant is said to be fixed, if not then 
the plant is unassigned or free. 
Let z + be the current best feasible solution, and TC +, FC + and 
y*» i *1,2,...,m represent the corresponding values of the transportation 
cost, fixed cost and the binary portion of the solution. 
The algorithm is» 
Step 0. Considering only the transportation cost (i.e. disregard­
ing the fixed costs), set up and solve (LP) (see Appendix A for details) 
with all plants "open." If a plant is used, include its index in S. 
This solution of (LP), say TMIN, is the lowest possible transportation cost 
for any partial solution S, since all plants are available for use. Now 
define the sum of the fixed costs for available plants as 
FS " I fi 
+ieS 
and the total available capacity for this solution is 
MS « £ M t . 
+ieS 
The binary portion of the solution vector and the new incumbent solution 
value are 
+ / l if ieS 
Yi m U otherwise 1 -l>2>--->m • 
23 
and 
z + - TMIN + FS . 
Furthermore, set 
yi * yi i "1,2, ,..,m . 
Now set 1*1, and add an objective function constraint, formed 
from the dual variables of this solution to (LP). If a* < 0, then plant 
i must be "open" in an optimal solution to (P) (This is true only for 
the constraint formed from the dual variables of (LP) when all plants are 
available for use.) This is true, since aj < 0, implies TCJM^ > f̂  and 
thus the lower bound on the increase in transportation cost for not having 
that plant available is at least as great as the fixed cost of "opening" 
the plant. Adjust S such that permanently "opened" plants are in the left­
most positions, and underlined. 
Perform the following for each plant i that is not permanently 
fixed openi 
Solve (LP) with all plants available for use except plant i, and 
denote its solution value by TCOST^. (Again the solution represents only 
the transportation cost of (LP), disregarding the fixed costs of opening 
plants.) Clearly TCOS^ > TMIN. Now let 
ITCOSTi « TC0STi - TMIN . 
This is the increase in transportation cost which occurs when plant i is 
_ 
This result is due to Ellwein, 
24 
unavailable for use. If 
ITCOST, > f 
then the incremental transportation cost exceeds the cost of "opening" 
the plant, and the plant may be permanently "opened" as before.^" 
Furthermore, if the solution is better than the incumbent, the 
current solution can replace the incumbent solution, and an objective 
function constraint formed from the dual variables of each solution to 
(LP) is added to the list of objective function constraints. 
Step It If 
then the cost incurred by this set of fixed variables is greater than the 
incumbent solution. Therefore go to step seven and backtrack. 
For each objective function constraint generated thus far, find 
the completion of the partial solution S which minimizes its value. 
Denote the value of this completion of the k~ objective function con-
str.int by z k. To find this co-npletion let 
FS + TMIN + ITCQST. > z + 
-ieS 
1 if +itS 
0 otherwise i -1,2, ., • • • 
+ieS 
MS - M i 
+ieS 
This result is due to Ellwein. 
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Define I sets Q , Q ,...,Q as follows: 
Q k - { i |i/S, a k < 0, TMIN + FS + f < z + > k-l,2,...,£. 
Clearly the best completion value of each objective function constraint 
is 
z k * b k + E ai k «1,2,...,£ 
k + 
If any z > z , go to step seven. 
k ' 
Step 2: Find the maximum z and denote its value by z and its index by 
k\ Let 
and 
Y i - 1 ieQ* . 
n 
— n 
If MS + MS ̂  ^ Dy the completion can satisfy demand. Go to step four. 
Step 3: Let R denote the set of candidates to include in S, such that 
total capacity is increased, while retaining a possible solution better 
than the incumbent. Let 
R - (i|MS, y* « 0, TMIN + FS + f < z* } 
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If R * J#, then there exists no plant, which, when "opened." 
can possibly produce a feasible solution better than the incumbent, 
therefore go to step seven and backtrack. 
If R / 0, then choose some i in R such that the ratio f./M, is ' r o i' i 
minimized. Then place +i Q in S and if there is still not enough 
capacity available to satisfy demand, set R * p and repeat step three, 
otherwise return to step one. 
Step 4t Find the value of each objective function constraint using the 
completion Q as found in step two. Denote it as 
m 
z* - b k + £ aky^ k -1,2,...,* . 
i-l 
- k ~ i -
Denote the maximum z by z and denote its index by k. 
If z' - z', then the most binding constraint k has the same 
value as the worst of the best completions, therefore go to step six 
and solve (LP). 
Step 5t Try to resolve the discrepancy between z and z . This can be 
done by examining free variables, which, when complemented, decrease 
the value of z , quite possibly at the expense of z • Define the sets 
T + and T" as follows* 
T + - { i|i/S, ŷ  -1, a* > 0 } 
T~ « { i|i/S, -0, a£ < 0 > . 
There are two conditions that may occur. If T"*"̂J T" - P then go to (a). 
If T+|J T" / p then go to (b). 
(a) T+U r - jD . 
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If z' >, z +, there exists no better solution with this partial solution 
S, therefore go to step seven and backtrack. 
Otherwise solve (SP), to determine the surrogate constraint. If 
the solution value of (SP) is less than zero, Geoffrion [9] has shown 
that there does not exist a completion to S better than the incumbent solu­
tion, therefore go to step seven and backtrack. If the optimal solution 
to (SP) has value greater than zero, and the dual variables corresponding 
to the free variables in (IP) are binary, the optimal solution to (P) for 
the given S has been found. Record z +, TC +, FC + and y*, and go to step 
seven and backtrack. If some of the dual variables are not binary, 
increment I and add the "strongest" surrogate constraint, 
k-l i-1 k-l 
where k-l, 2, is the solution to (SP). 
After the surrogate constraint is added, return to step one. 
(b) If T + I J T" / fiy then we can improve the value of the constraint k 
by the following* 
There exists some plant, which when included in S, will decrease the 
value of z'. Choose that i, say i Q, which gives the minimum of the fol­
lowing two expressions. 
( 1 ) min max ( - a k ) 
ieT+ k 1 
or 
(2) min max (z^ + a k ) . 
icT" k 1 
28 If i eT+ then -i is placed in S, and return to step one. o o If i cT" then +1 is placed in S, set y' * 1 and return to o o r 7i 
o 
step one. Step 6. Solve (LP) with the curent completion of S. Let the capacity of plant i be if y! * 1 and zero otherwise. Denote the solution value to (LP) by z*, with TC representig the transportation cost and FC the fixed cost. Ther  are two conditons that may occur. (a) If z* • z', a solution exists to (?) that is beter than the incum­bent. Record the new values of z+, TC+, FC+ and y*. Thus S has ben fathomed, since we have ben working with the best completion of S, therefore go to step seven and backtrack. (b) If z* F z', an elment of K not curently used in (IP) has ben found, and an objective function constraint is added. Increment I by one and let 
• I v/ 
j-l 
and * f̂  - rc^M^ i -1,2, .,m 
The constraint to be aded is m 
•o>-b + I 4 v 
i-l 
Furthermore, if z* < z+, a beter solution to (P) has ben found, and the new z+, TC+, FC+ and y* , i*l,2,.,m are recorded, and return to step one. 
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Step 7: Find the rightmost non-underlined elment of S. Complement and underline the elment, and delete al elments to its right. Update FS, MS and acordingly and go to step one. If no such elment exists, the algorithm terminates with the incumbent solution being the optimal solution to (P). Geofrin [8] has shown that the backtracking procedure used in step seven leads to a non-redundant sequence of partial solutions whic  terminate only when al such solutions have ben explicitly or implicitly explored. Since there are only a finite number of partial solutions, and a finite number of elments in the set K, the algorithm wil termi­nate in a finite number of iterations. Further, since a backtrack is perfomed only when a partial solution cannot become feasible or produce a solution beter than the incumbent, the optimal solution wil be reached. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS 
Computational Experience 
The algorithm presented in Chapter III has been coded in Fortran 
and run on a Univac 1108 computer. The Fortran code used is given in 
Appendix B and the problem data are presented in Appendix C. 
Two algorithms were actually tried, one which generated surro­
gate constraints, and one which did not. Computational experience indi­
cates that the algorithm which did not use surrogate constraints is 
superior to the algorithm which uses surrogate constraints. The results 
of several test problems are presented in Table 1. 
The problems solved were also solved by Ellwein [5], although 
some were changed slightly. The changes were necessary since Ellwein 
included configuration constraints, and the algorithm presented in 
Chapter III was not intended to handle configuration constraints. The 
solution times for capacitated problems without configuration constraints 
were better than those obtained by Ellwein. However for uncapaeitated 
problems, or problems with configuration constraints Ellwein's algorithm 
produced better solution times. His times were significantly better for 
those problems with configuration constraints, since the configuration 
constraints remove large portions of the solution space from considera­
tion. Care must be taken when comparing the algorithms, since they were 
run on different computers (Ellwein used an IBM 360/67) and were coded 
by different programmers. 
















1 10x20 2/6 158/233 53 .28 
2 15x45 5/11 348/641 18 .22 
3 15x45 2/1 258/519 64 .94 
4 15x45 1/6 187/382 162 3.18 
5 15x45 1/4 190/317 127 1.60 
6 15x45 0/4 454/1759 56 .78 
7 16x50 11/12 961/1111 20 .48 
8 16x50 11/12 961/1153 22 .53 
9 16x50 7/9 878/978 115 1.51 
10 16x50 7/9 678/978 116 1.66 
11 16x50 3/- -/1020 - 5.00 # 
12 16x50 -/1063 - 5.00 # 
13 25x50 10/- -/805 - 5.00 # 
14 25x50 0/- -/1507 - 5.00 # 
15 25x50 0/- -/1466 - 5.00 # 
16 25x50 0/3 1080/1690 132 4.95 
Run stopped at 5.00 minutes. 
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Extensions and Further Research 
Algorithmic Extensions 
Two immediate algorithmic changes which should reduce solution 
time will now be noted. First, no computational advantage was taken of 
the structure of the sub-problems (LP) and (SP). The out-of-kilter 
algorithm which was used to solve (LP) could be streamlined, since all 
lower bounds on arcs are zero, thereby eliminating some kilter states 
from consideration. Similarly, using as the initial basis the optimal 
basis of the previous solutions would have reduced the solution time for 
(SP). 
There is also need for determining rules for discarding objec­
tive function constraints. The algorithm presented in Chapter III kept 
an arbitrary number (one hundred), and when that number was exceeded, 
replaced the older constraints with the new ones. There appears to be 
significant computational gains by reducing the number of constraints 
kept, while reducing the information given as little as possible. 
Recall that the dual of the surrogate problem (DSP) was the same 
problem as (IP*) with the binary restriction relaxed. Furthermore, 
solving (DSP) gives all of the information needed for the surrogate con­
straint tests. If (DSP) is solved, then, in addition to the surrogate 
constraint test information, penalties for rounding non-integer variable 
as suggested by Tomlin [18] can be obtained. If the solution value of 
(DSP) plus the penalty is greater than or equal to the incumbent solution, 
then a backtrack may be performed. 
If this were implemented, replacing step one of the current algo­
rithm by solving (DSP) and either backtracking, adding a surrogate 
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constraint or finding a better solution appears fruitful. This would 
require other changes in the algorithm, but would make more efficient 
use of the information obtained from the surrogate constraint problem. 
A similar approach would be to collapse all of the objective 
function constraints of (IP) into a single constraint by the methods of 
Bradley [2]. This constraint could then be used as the objective func­
tion of a knapsack problem, with the capacity constraint as the only 
constraint. This could then be used to find completions to the partial 
solutions and incorporated in the algorithm of Chapter III. 
Problem Extension 
Due to the setting up of (LP) as a network flow problem, the 
extension of the algorithm presented in Chapter III to the fixed charge 
transportation problem appears to be straightforward. Rather than 
incurring a fixed cost only on arcs from the super source to the plants 
(see Appendix A), there would be a fixed cost on every arc. This would 
greatly increase the number of integer variables since there would now 
be one for every arc. 
Another formulation of the plant location problem would be to allow 
plant capacities, transportation costs, demands and fixed charges to vary 
from time period to time period. This requires many more integer vari­
ables (for a t period problem with m plants it would require txm integer 
variables). Also, plants may be open one period and closed the next 
unless otherwise restricted. This extension would be much more difficult 
than would the extension to the fixed charge transportation problem. 
Conclusions 
The basic approach of the algorithm appears to be good, since the 
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solution times for capacitated plant location problems without side condi­
tions are better than the published results of any other algorithm. 
Further work on uncapacitated problems, and the addition of side con­
straints should be done, along with the investigation of the areas noted 
previously. 
APPENDIX A 
SOLUTION OF SUB-PROBLEMS 
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Solution of (LP) 
m n m 
M I N I I cij Xij + I fi*i 
i-1 j-l i-1 
s.t. 
n 
I Xij - Mi yi i * 1 » 2 , ...,m 
(LP) 
m 
£ > j *l,2,...,n 
i-1 
x^j > 0 i -l,2,...,m$ j *l,2,...,n 
is simply a transportation problem, and could be solved by means of a 
transportation algorithm. It can also be considered a network flow prob­
lem. Since (LP) is being solved many times in the integer programming 
algorithm, the restart capabilities of the out-of-kilter algorithm are 
very beneficial. Therefore the problem is solved as a maximum flow, 
minimum cost network flow problem (see Ford and Fulkerson [v]). 
The network representation of (LP) is given in Table 2 . There 
are nodes corresponding to each plant (P^, P^,..,,Pm), each warehouse 
(W^, W^, ...,VV'n), and two dummy nodes, a super plant (SP) and a super 
warehouse (SW), All lower capacities are zero. 
The m arcs from SP to P^, P2,•••>Pm are used only to insure that 
the flow out of each plant is less than the current capacity (i.e. if 
The problem 
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Table 2. The Network Representation of (LP) Arc Number Begining Node Ending Node Uper Capacity Cost per Unit 










m + (i-l)*n+j W. 
J 
m + m*n +1 SW 






plant i is open, zero otherwise). Arcs from plants to warehouses are 
uncapacitated, and any flow through these arcs incurs the unit cost 
specified in (LP). Arcs from warehouses W., 1AL, ...,W to SW are used 
l 2 n 
to bound the amount of flow sent to a warehouse. The arc from SW to 
SP is the return arc Its large negative cost forces flow through the 
network until saturation occurs, and the out-of-kilter algorithm does this 
while keeping costs minimized. 
The dual variables of the out*of-kilter algorithm can be obtained 
from the node numbers associated with each node. The absolute magnitude 
of the node numbers is unimportant, but the relative difference reflects 
the value of the dual variables of (LP). By starting all node numbers 
at zero, and restricting the node number of SP to be zero, the node numbers of P., P~,P and W,, W_,...,W are exactly the dual vari-1 2 m 1' 2 n 7 
ables of (LP). 
Solution of (SP) 
The problem of finding strongest surrogate constraints is 
maximize i s.t. k«l MS 
k-l 
I>k " 0 
k-l 
H k>0 k-l,2 9 • * • • In 
w. > 0 i is . 
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This is a linear programming problem, and can be solved by any 
of the many known methods. The solution technique used in this research 
is a standard simplex method. No advantage was taken of the computa­
tionally efficient techniques available, such as revised simplex. 
A better solution technique might be to solve the dual of (SP). 
This would allow the use of a bounded variable algorithm, and also allow 
use of penalty functions as discussed in Chapter IV. 
APPENDIX B 




* YPLUS<30),C0ST(1376)<.F(1376)<.HI(1376),PI<79)<.FIX<30)<. * A VAIL (30), DEM (50) COMON NTFES  L, ITAL*SS(30)#C0NST(10)).CV(10,30)*U<10)#ITX LOGICAL NTFE5#N0LP ' " . INTEER r:0£RCS,i;:DZST,t:ODES,ARCS* ISUM,LARGE,ZPLUS,TCPLUS* * YPLUS,FHIPIX,AVAIL,DEM,YBEST,OST, MI..SUMl>J INTEGER NDER'(30>,5V<30>,5S,YS<30>," * ZFIXdOO ),ZBAR(10  ),CV, * FXCOST,FXS,ZMAX,SUMFEiFRE,SUMTS,ZBMAX,ZSTAR LOGICAL FIRST,ETONE,BACK REAL A,MAX DIMENSION LOCMIN(30 ) INTEGER CONST*FPLUS I FORMAT < > READ(5,1) NOSRCS..NODEST ARCS=N0SRCS+0SRCS*0EST+N0DEST+1 N0DES=0SS+N0DEST+2 LARGE=999  I*N0SCS+1 I*OSRS+NOSRCS*NODEST READ(5,i) ( ST(I),«I,N) E (5,1) C FIX(I),*1,0SRCS) READ(5,1 ) <AVAIL(n, I=:1,N0SRCS) E (5,1) (DEM(J>, J»1,N0DEST) NTFEAS* FALSE* SUMDJ*0" DO 1  J=1,N0DEST SUMDJ=SUMDJ+EM(J) 1 CONTIUE NOLPa.FALSE* SUMMI=0 DO 2 I=1,N0SRCS SUMMI*SUMMI+AVAIL <I> 2 CONTIUE IFCSUMMI.LT.SUMDJ) GO TO 899 2TAL=0 SUMMIsO FXCST-0 FIRST-•RUE* L=0 ICTR«0 ITX«0 ITER-0 N0T1ME-0 DO 5 I=1,N0SRCS UNDER(I)«0 SV<I>«0 SS(I)*0 5 CONTIUE SOLVE OUT-OF-KILTER WITH AL PLANTS OPEN CA  NTVRK " 
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IFCNTFEAS) GO TO 8999 
DO 15 I=l,NOSRCS 




















DO 20 JsUITAL 
I=SVCJ> 
I I = P I ( I ) * A V A I L ( I ) 
X F C X X ' . L T * F X X < D > GO TO 20 
I C * I C + I 
SV(J)s$V(IC> 
S V ' C X O - X ' . 
UNDERCI>*1 
20 CONTINUE 
21 FORMAT(2X«'THE NUMBER OF FIXED VARIABLES IS ,#I4> 
J=0 
GO TO 6500 
25 JaJ+1 
IFCJ.GT.NOSRCS) GO TO 100 
IFCUNDER(J>.NE.0> GO TO 25 
HI(J)*0 
CALL NETVRK 
LOCMIN C J > = ISUM-MINTRN 
HI CJ)=AVAILCJ>*' 
IFXX=0 
DO 40 I*1,N0SRCS 
40 IF(F(I).GT.O) IFXX=IFXX+FIXCI> 
II=IFXX+ISUM 




DO 70 I = UN0SRCS 
IFCFCD.GT.O) GO TO 50 
YPLU5CD=0" 
GO TO 70 
50 YPLUSCI)=1 
70 CONTIUE GO TO 650  10  CONTIUE FIRST=.FALSE. DO 20"I*1>N0SRCS IFCLOCMINCD.LT.FIXD.OR.UNDERCD.NE.O) GO TO 20  I=I+1 DO 150 J-lI,ITAL IF CABS (SVC«J).NE.I) GO TO 150 IC-IC+1 SVJ)=SVCI) SCI)=I UNDERCI)»1 GO TO 20  150 CONTIUE ITAL=ITAL+1 IC-IC+1 SV(ITAL)«SV(IC) SCIC)«I YS(I>*1 BESTC I ) = 1 SSI)*1 20  CONTIUE VRITEC6..21 ) IC LTN=0 * DO 30  J*l,L ZFIXCJ)sONST(J) DO 250 I=1>N0SRCS 250 IFCSCI).GT.O.AD.YBEST(I).GT.O) ZFIXCJ)=ZFIXCJ)+CVCJ 30  ONTIUE GO TO 700 100 SUMFRE=0 LBND=FXS+MINTRN+LTRN IF(L D.GE.ZPLUS) GO TO 700 FRE=0 - ' ZMAX=-LARGE DO 10  J»1,L IZFRE=ZFIX(*J> DO 1050 I«1>N0SRCS IFCSCD.GT.O) GO TO 1050 YSCI)=0 I=LBND+FIXCI) IFCCV(J, D.GE.O.R.I.GE.ZPLUS) GO TO 1050 IZFREE=IZFREE"+CV(JI)" IF(ZFEE.LT.ZMAX)" GO TO 10  YSCI)=1 ' 1050 ONTIUE ZMAX=IZFRE IFCZAX.GE.ZPLUS) GO TO 700 JMAX=J ' DO 1060 I=1,N0SRCS 1060 YBESTCD-YSCI) 10  CONTIUE . DO 180 I=1,N0SRCS 
IFCSCI).NE.O.R.YBESTCD.LE.O) GO TO 180 SUMFRE=SUMFRE+AVAILCI) FRE=FE+FIXC I') 180 CONTIUE 200 II=SUMMI+SMFRE IFCI.GE.SU DJ) GO TO 400 300 AMAX* LARGE SUTS=0 0  3020 I=1,N0SRCS III = FXS + FRE'+MINTRN+FIX(I) IFCSCI).GT.O.R.YBESTCD.GT.O.R.I.GE.ZPLUS) GO TO 3020 SUMTS*=SUMTS+AVAIL(I) ' * A=FIXCI)/AVAILCI>' IFCA. GE.AMX) GO TO 3020 AMX=  " INGT»I 3020 CONTIUE II»SUMMI+SUMFRE+SUMTS IFCI* LT• S UM D J ) GO TO 700 ITAL=TA1>1 SV(ITAL)»INGT NOLP=.FALSE* S  (IN'GT> = 1 " FX5=FXS+FIX(NGT> YBEST CI T)*1 S(INGT)sl SUMMI=SUMMI+AVAIL(INGT) 0  3050 J=1>L 3050 ZFIX(J)=ZF1X(J>+CV(J#INGT) II=SUMMI+SUMFRE IFCI.LT.S DJ) GO TO 300 GO TO 100 400 ZBMAX=-LARGE 0  4010 J=1,L ZBAR(.J)=ZFiX(J) DO 405 I=1,N0SRCS IFCS(I)*EQ'*0*ANO*YBESTCI)*GT*0) ZBAR(J)"ZBAR<J)+CV<J,I) 405 CONTIUE IF(ZBAR(«J)*LE*ZBMAX) GO TO 4010 ZMAX=ZAR'CJ>" JEAR=J 4010 CONTIUE IF(ZMAX.EQ.ZBMAX) GO TO 600 500 ITMIN=LARGE DO 5040 I=1,N0SRCS IFCSCI>*GT*0> GO TO 5040 IFCYBESTCI)VNE*10R*CVC.JBAR* D.LE.O) GO TO 5020 ITMAX=-LAR GE DO 5010 J=1,L 1 I=ZBAR(J)-CV<X) IFCI.GT.IMAX)' ITMAX«I 5010 ONTIUE" IFCITMAX*GE*ITMIN) GO TO 5040 ITM IN* ITAX" 
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IMIN=I SET ONE-.FALSE. GO T  5040 5020 II=FXS+FRE+MINTRN+FIX<X> IF(YBEST<I>.E.O.R.CVCJBAR.,I).GEO.R.I.GE.ZPLUS> GO TO 5040 ITMAX=-LARGE DO 5030 J=1,L I=ZBAR(J)+CV(J>I) IFCI.GT.IMAX)* ITMAX-I 5030 CONTIUE* IFCITMAX.GE.ITMIN) GO TO 5040 ITMIN*IT " I I-I SETONEa.TRUE. 5040 CTIUE IFCITMIN.E.LARGE) GO TO 5210 IFZBAXVGEVZPLUS)  T  700 C IF NO SUROGATE: CONSTRAINTS ARE DESIRED A GO TO 600 IS NEDED I-O IF(NLP) GO TO 600 IF'CITAL.GE.I) G  TO 600 AL LINEAR NOLP-.TRUE. IFCBACK) GO TO 700 ITRsITR+1 IFCICTR.LT.10) GO TO 5050 L«M0DCTCTR,10>+1 GO TO 5060 * 5050 L=L+1 5060 SUM-O. DO 5070 J»1*L 5070 IFCUCJ).GT.O.) SUM«SUM+UCJ)*0NSTCJ) CONSTL)«SM D  5090 I°WNOSRCS 
SUM=0. DO 50BO J-M 5080 IFCUCJ).GT.O.> SUM-SUM+UCJ)*VCJ,I) 5090 VCL,I)«SUM* ZFIXCL)*ONSTCL) DO 5100 I*1,N0SRCS 510  IFCSCI>.GT.O.AND.YBESTCI).GT.O) ZFIXCL)»ZFIXCL)+CV(L#I) GO TO 100 " " 5210 CONTIUE ITALMTAL+1 NOLP=. FALSE. S<IMTN>«1 * IFCSETOE) GO TO 520 SVCITAD—IMIN FRE= FRE- FTXCIMIN) SUMFRE=SUMFRE-AVAIL  IMIN) LTRN=LTRN+LOCMINCIMIN) YSCIMIN)=0 BESTCIMIN)«0 GO TO' 100 
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520 SV(ITAL)=IMIN FXS*FXS+FIXCII> SUMMI=SUMMI*AVAIL<MIN> YSCIIN>»1 BESTUMIN>»1 DO 5250 J=1>L 5250 2FIX(J)=ZFIX<J)+CVCJ,IMIN) GO TO 100 600 FXCOST=FXS+FRE DO 6010 I*UNOSRCS IFCYBESTCI5.EQ.0) GO TO 605 Hia>»AVA2L*<l>" GO TO 6010 * 605 HI()*0 6010 CONTIUE CAL NETVRK IFNTFEAS) GO TO 899 ITT«0 DO 6020 I=1>N0SRCS IF(F(I).NE.O.OR.YBEST(I).EQ.O) GO TO 6020 ITT«ITT+FIX<1) " 6020 CONTIUE ZSTAR=FXCOST+IUM I=ZSTAR-ITT IF(.GEVZPLUS) GO TO 650  FCPLU5*FXC0ST-I  ZPLS-I TCPLUS«=IUM DO 6030 I=1>N0SRCS IFCFCD.EQ.O) GO TO 6025 YPLUS<I5«1" GO TO 6030 6025 YPLUS<I)«0 6030 CONTIE IFCZPLUS.LE.ZBMAX) GO TO 700 650  ICTR«ICTH+1" »OTIME«0 IFCICTR.GT.10) GO TO 6505 L-ITR LONE*L G  TO 6510 6505 LONE=MODCITR,10>+1 6510 CST(LONE)-ISMJ ZFIXLONE)=ISMJ DO 6520 I=1,N0SRCS CVCLONE, I) = FIXI)-PICI)*AVAILCD) IF<Scn.GT«O.ANDVYB£ST<I>.GT.O> * ZFIX"<L0E'5*ZFIX<L0NE)+CV(L0NE, I> 6520 CONTIUE IFCFIRST) GO TO 25 GO TO 100 700 I*TAL NOLP=.FALSE. 7010 I*ABSCSVCI>) 
I F C U N D E R ( I I ) . N E . O ) GO T O 7 0 7 0 
IF<I.EQ.XTAL*J GO T O 7 0 4 0 ui-i+r 
D O 7 0 3 5 K=«III,ITAL 
I F ( 5 V C K ) . L T . 0 V GO T O 7 0 3 0 
II=S\T(K>"" 
S S ( I I ) « 0 
U N D E R C I I ) « 0 
S V < K ) « 0 
Y S C I I ) « 0 
Y B E S T C I I ) = 0 
FXS=FXS-FIXCII) 
D O 7020"'J«L#L 
7 0 2 0 Z F 1 X < J ) « Z F I X C J ) - C V C J , I I ) 
S U M M I -S UMMI -A V A T L ( 1 1 V 
GO T O 7 0 3 5 
7 0 3 0 I I — S V C K ) 
S S C T I ) » 0 
U N D E R ( I I ) « 0 
S V < K ) = 0 
L T R N = L T R N - L O C M I N ( I I > 
7 0 3 5 C O N T I N U E *' 
7 0 4 0 C O N T I N U E 
I F ( S V C I ) . L T . O ) GO T O 7 0 5 0 
. X I - S V < I > " " YS<m*0 
Y B E S T ( I I ) = 0 
F X S = F X S - F I X C I I ) 
D O 7045* D - U L 
7 0 4 5 ZFIX(J)«ZFIX<J)-CV(J, I I ) 
=£ UMM I -A V A T L (II*) 
L T R N * L T R N + L O C M I N < I I ) 
GO T O 7 0 65 
7 0 5 0 II — S V C I ) 
Y S C T D - 1 
Y B E S T ( 1 1 )«1 
F X S » F X S + F I X C I I ) 
D O 7 0 6 0 J S U L 
7 0 6 0 Z F I X C J ) * Z F I X C J ) + C V < J , I I > 
SUMMI=SUMMI+AVAIL<IIV 
LT^J-LTrw-LGCMIN ( I I ) 
7 0 6 5 C O N T I N U E 
U N D E R C I I > « 1 
S V ( I ) « - S V < 1 > 
I T A L * I 
7 0 6 8 C O N T I N U E 
I I = M I N T R N + F X S + L T R N 
I F C I I . G E . Z P L U 5 ) GO T O 7 0 0 0 
GO T O 1 0 0 0 
7 0 7 0 C O N T I N U E 
1*1-1 
I F ( T . L E . I C ) GO T O 7 0 8 0 
GO* T O 7 0 1 0 
7 0 8 0 C O N T I N U E 
CAL VRTOUT 
GO TO 9999 8999 VRITE<6,9001 ) 901 FORMAT<2X*•THE PROBLEM IS NOT FEA5BLE 9999 CONTIUE * " STP END 
SUBROUTINE NETVRK COMON ITER,ISMJ*ICTR,BACK,SUMMI,SUMD«J, YBESTOO) COON NOSRCS,NODEST,NODES,ARCS,IUM,LARGE,ZPLUS,TCPLUS,FCPLUS 
* YPLUS<30),C0ST<1376>,F<1376>,HI<1376>#PK79)#FIX<30># * AVAILOO ),DEM(50 ) COMON NTFEAS COON L,ITAL,SS(30>*C0NST(10),CV(10*30>*UC10)>ITX INTEGER S,CONST,CV * LOGICAL NTFEAS INTEGER NOSRCS,NODEST,NODES,ARCS,IUM,LARGE,ZPLUS,TCPLUS,FCPLUS 
* YPLUS,FHI,PFX,AVAIL,DEM,COST 
INTEGER S(1376),T(1376),L0(1376),GC13 76),H<1376),UU<79>,V<79), * R(79),LL(79),A,AA, EPS,EPS1,TERM,ORIGIN,SS,PREFNOD LOGICAL BRKTHR ITER=ITER+1 IFCITER.GT.l > GO TO 50 REFNOD'NODES DO 10 J=1,N0SRCS S (J)=NODES TCJaJ HI (J)=AVAIL<J) 10 CONTIUE K=NOSRCS DO 20 I»1,N0SRCS DO 15 J»1,N0DEST K«K+1 S(K)«I T(K)«J+N0SRCS HI (K)«= LARGE 15 CONTIUE 20 CONTIUE II=NOSRCS+NOSRCS*NODEST IN*I+NODEST ITL=NOSRCS ISD=N0DES-1 ITRK=0 1*1+1 DO 30 K=I,N ITL=ITL+1 ." ITRK*ITRK+1 SCK)*ITL TCK)«ISD HI(K)=DEM <ITRK) 30 CONTIUE ' S(ARCS)«ISD T'CARCS )«=NODES HI (ARCS)=LARGE COST(ARCS)=-LARGE DO 45 I-I,1N 45 COSTCI)*0 NN=N0DES+2 DO 3 I»3,NN UU(I)=0 " V(I)*0 
3 C O N T I N U E 
D O 4 J M , A R C S 
I « S C J > + 2 " 
I I « T C J ) + 2 
U U < I > * U U < I > + 1 
V<II)«V<I1)4-1 
L O < J > = 0 
F < J ) = 0 
4 C O N T I N U E 
D O 5 1 = 1 , N O D E S 
P I < I ) » 0 " 
5 C O N T I N U E 
DO 6 1-1,2 
U U < I > « 1 ' " 
V < I > » 1 
6 C O N T I N U E 
N N » N O D E S + L 
D O 7 I = 3 * N N 
UU<I>«UU'(.I-1 > + U U ( I > 
V < I ) = V < I ' - 1 7 + V ( I ) ' 
7 C O N T I N U E " 
D O 8 J = 1 , A R C S 
1 I « S < J > * 1 
I I I = U U ( I I ) 
G C I I D ' J 
U U C X X > - U U < X 1 > * 1 
I I * T < J > + 1 ' 
I I I » V < I I > 
H C I I I W 
V ( H ) - V < I I ) + 1 
8 C O N T I N U E 
N N - N O D E S + 2 
L S T A R C = A R C S 
5 0 D O 5 9 J * 1 , A R C S 
I I = S < J > " 
J J « T C J > 
C O S T ( J > * C O S T < J > + P I < I I > - P I < J J > 
5 9 C O N T I N U E 
I F C I T E R . G T . 2 J L S T A R C - N O S R C S 
E P S * 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
A A * 0 
B R K T H R * • T R U E . 
1 1 5 I F < F < J J ) . L T . L " O C J J - > . O R . C O S T < J J > . L T . O . A N D . F < J J > . L T . H I < J J > > 
' " * ' GO T O T 2 5 
I F ( F ( J J ) . G T . H I ( J J ) . O R . C O S T C J J ) . G T . O . A N D . F ( J J ) . G T . L O ( J J > > 
* GO T O T 3 0 
S M A L L = . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
S 0 N = A B 5 < C 0 S T < J J > > 
I F C L O C J J ) . E Q . H I ( J J ) . A N D . S O N . G T . S M A L L . A N D . B R K T H R * 
* AND.EPS.NE.O) GO T O 1 2 5 
J J » J J + 1 
E P S = 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
I F C J J . L E . L S T A R C ) GO T O 1 1 5 
D O 1 2 2 J = 1 , A R C S 
I I * S ( J ) 
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III=T(J) COSTCJ)=COST(J)+PICIII>-PI (II) 122 CONTINUE *' GO TO 300 125 TERM=S<JJ) ORIGIN=T(JJ) LABORG=JJ GO TO 135 130 TERM=T(JJ> ORIGIN=S<JJ) . LABORG=-JJ 135 R(l )=ORTGIN 140 CONTINUE IF(JJ.NE.AA) GO TO 141 IFCBRKTHR) GO TO 141 GO TO 145 
141 CONTINUE DO 142 1=1,NODES LL<I>*0 142 CONTINUE SSS*1 145 P*l AA=JJ BRKTHR*.FALSE. LLCORIGIN )«=LAB0RG 150 I*R(P> II*UU(I) IN=UU(I+1)-l DO 151 A=IT,IN «J=G<A> K*T<J> IF<LL<K).NE.O> GO TO 151 IF<F(J).LT.LO(J>.OR.COST<J).LE.O.AND.F<J).LT.HI(J>> GO TO 152 
GO TO 151 152 LL(K)=J SSS=SSS+1 RCSSS)«K 151 CONTINUE II«VU) IN*V(I+1)-l 
DO 153 A«1X*IN 
J=H(A) 
K*S<J> IF(LLCK).NE.O) GO TO 153 IF(F(J).GT.HI(J).OR.COST(J).GE.O.AND.F(J).GT.LO(J)) GO TO 154 
GO TO 153 154 LL<K)*-J SSS*SS5+1 R<SSS)«K 153 CONTINUE IFCLLCTERM).NE.0) GO TO 155 P=P+1 IF(P.GT.SSS) GO TO 190 GO TO 150 
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155 EPS-999999999 BRKTHR=.TRUE. KT=TERM'" J=l 160 KQsLLCKT) KP=IABS(KQ> IFCKQ.GT.O) GO TO 165 KT=TCKP) ' IF(COSTCKP).GE.O) GO TO 175 GO TO 170 ' 165 KT»SCKP) IF(COSTCKP).GT.O) GO TO 175 170 IB*IABSCHICKP)-FCKP)) IFCEPS.GT.IB) EP5-IB GO TO T80 ' 175 IB=IABSCLOCKP)-FCKP)) IFCEPS.GT.IB) EPS-IB 180 RCJ)=KQ IFCKT.EQ.TERM) GO TO 185 J-d+l" GO TO 160 185 00 188 I»1#J IFCRCD.LE'.O) GO TO 187 II-R"CI>" FCII)=FCII)+EPS GO TO 188 187 II*-RCI) FCIT)-FCII)-EPS 188 CONTINUE GO TO 115 190 EPS1-999999999 DO 192 J=1,ARCS II=SCJ) III-TCJ) IFCLLCII).NE.O.AND.LL(III).EQ.O.AND.F(J).LT.HI(J).OR. * LLC 11 >VEQV0VANDVLLC III) *NEV0.AND."FC J ) .GTVLO C J)7 GO TO 1 91 
GO TO 192 191 IB*IABSCCOSTCJ)) IFCEPSl'.GT. IB) EPS1-IB 192 CONTINUE "" EPS = EPS 1 IFCEPS.NE.999999999) GO TO 195 IF(ABS(C05TCJJ)).LT.SMALL) GO TO 400 IFCLL(ORIGIN).GE.O.AND.COST(JJ).GT.O) GO TO 400 IF<LLCORIGIN).LT.O".ANDVCOSTCJJ)".LT.O) GO TO 400 EPS = IABS CCOSTC J"5 ) 195 DO 995 J=1,ARCS II-SCJ) III=TCJ) IFCLLC II).EQ.O.AND.LL(III).NE.O) COSTCJ)-COSTC«J>*EPS IFCLLCII)VNEVOVANDVLLCIII)VEQVO) COSTCJ)«COST<J)-EPS 995 CONTINUE IFCLL(REFNOD).EQ.O) GO TO 197 DO 196 1=1, NODES' 
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I F C L L C D . E Q . O ) P I C I )-PI C I ) + EPS 
196 C O N T I N U E ' 
GO TO 199 
1 9 7 DO 198 I M , N O D E S 
I F C L L C D . N E . O ) P I C I >*P I < I >-EPS 
198 C O N T I N U E " 
199 I F C E P S . E Q . E P S 1 . O R . F ( J J ) . E Q . L O C J J ) . O R . F ( J J ) . E Q . H I ( J J ) ) GO TO 1 1 5 
3 0 0 ISUM=0 
II=N0SRCS+1 
I I I = A R C S - N 0 D E S T - 1 
DO 310 1*11,III*' 
I S U H = I S U M + F C I ) * C O S T C I > 
310 C O N T I N U E 
I F C I T E R . E Q . l ) GO TO 4 2 0 
ISMI*0 
DO 315 I * 1,N0SRCS 
I S M I = I S M I + P I ( I ) * H I ( I ) 
3 1 5 C O N T I N U E -
ISMJ=0 
I I « N 0 D E S - 2 
III*N0SRCS+1 
K * N O S R C S + N O S R C S * N O D E S T 
DO 320 <J«III,II 
K*K+1 
I S M J * I S M J + P I C J > * H I ( K > 
3 2 0 C O N T I N U E 
I I * I S M J - I S M I 
I F C I I . N E . I S U M ) GO TO 4 1 0 
GO TO "420 
4 1 0 V R I T E ( 6 , 4 U ) 
411 F O R M A T ( • I N C O R R E C T D U A L S ' > 
400 C O N T I N U E 
N T F E A S " . T R U E . 
4 2 0 C O N T I N U E 
R E T U R N 
E N D 
- T H E E N D - - -
SUBROUTINE LINEAR COMMON ITER,ISMJ,ICTR,EACK,SUMMI,SUMDJ,YBEST(30> COMMON NOSRCS,NODEST,NODES,ARCS,ISUM,LARGE, ZPLUS,TCPLUS,FCPLUS 
* YPLUSC30>,C0STC1376),FC1376>,HIC1376>,PI<79>,FIX<30># 
• AVAILC30),DEM(50) COMMON NTFEAS" COMMON L,ITAL,SSC30),CCNST(100),CV(100,30),U(100),ITX DIMENSION DC30,160),PC160), IBVC1 60 ),SC(1 60), IYFC30) INTEGER SS,CONST,CV,COST * INTEGER ZPLUS,TCPLUS,FCPLUS,AVAIL,SUMMI,SUMDJ,YBEST,YPLUS,FIX 
LOGICAL BACK BACK-.FALSE. ITX«ITX+1 IVV*N0SRCS-1TAL IV*IVV+1 IY-L+1V IZ»L+2*IV IX-IZ-1 DO 140 J«1#L K»0 P(J>»CONST(J> D(IW,J)*1." DO 140 I=1",N0SRCS IFCSS(I).GT.O) GO TO 130 K-K+l DCK,J)«-CVCJ,I> GO TO 140 ' 130 P<J)*PCJ)+CV<J,I>*YBESTCI> 140 CONTINUE " ' ABC*-1. ABCD=-T. II«L*T "'* III=L+IWW 150 K-0 DO 170 J«II,III K«K+1 P(J)«ABC DO 170 I-1,IW IFCI.EQ.K)' GO TO 160 D(1,J)=0. GO TO 170 160 D(I,J)-ABCD IF(III.EQ. IX) IBVCD-J 170 CONTINUE " IFCIII.EQ.IX) GO TO 180 II-III+l III=IX ABC-O. ABCD-T. GO TO T50 180 CONTINUE DO 190 1=1,IW 190 D(I,IZ)=0. 
P(IX)*-999999« 
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D ( I V , I Z > « 1 . 
2 2 0 CONTINUE "" 
S M A L L ^ O . 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
Z = 0 . 
DO 2 3 0 M = 1 , I V 
IBVM=IBV(M) 
2 3 0 Z = Z + D C M , I Z ) * P C I B V M ) 
NOPIVS=0 
2 4 0 SCNAX=0. 
DO 2 7 0 N = 1 , I X 
DO 2 5 0 1 = 1 , I V 
I F C N . E Q . I B V C I ) ) GO TO 2 7 0 
2 5 0 CONTINUE 
SUM=0. 
DO 2 6 0 1 = 1 , I V 
J = I B V ( I ) 
2 6 0 SUM=SUM+P<J)*D<I,N> 
SCCN)=PCN)-SUM 
I F ( S C C N ) . L E . S C M A X ) GO TO 2 7 0 
SCMAX*SC"<N>" 
I P I V C 0 = N 
2 7 0 CONTINUE 
DO 2 8 0 M=l,IV 
XBVM=XBVCM) 
2 8 0 S C C I B V M > « 0 . 
I F C S C K A X . L E . O ) GO TO 3 8 0 
NOPIVS=NOPIVS+l 
2 9 0 S M L V A L » 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 
DO 3 2 0 M * 1 , I V 
I F C D C M , I P I V C 0 5 ) 3 2 0 , 3 2 0 , 3 0 0 
3 0 0 QUONT-DCM,IZ>/DCM,IPIVCO) 
IFCQUONT-SMLVAL) 3 1 0 , 3 2 0 , 3 2 0 
3 1 0 IPIVR0=M" 
SMLVAL=QU0NT 
3 2 0 CONTINUE 
I B V ( I P I V R 0 ) « I P I V C 0 
D I V » D < I P I V R O , I P I V C O > 
DO 3 3 0 N = 1 , I Z 
C R A N K = D ( I P I U R 0 , N ) 
3 3 0 D ( I P I V R O , N ) = C R A N K / D I V 
3 4 0 DO 3 7 0 M = 1 , I W 
I F C M - I P 1 V R D ) 3 5 0 , 3 7 0 , 3 5 0 
3 5 0 C M * - D ( M , I P I V C O ) " 
DO 3 6 0 N » 1 , I Z 
T M = D ( I P I V R 0 , N ) * C H 
SINKS»D<M,N) 
3 6 0 D<M,N)*SINKS*TM 
3 7 0 CONTINUE 
Z«Z+SMLVAL*SCMAX 
I F C Z . L T . Z P L U S ) GO TO 2 4 0 
V R I T E C 6 V 3 7 5 ) 
375 FORMAT<2X,•BACKTRACK.• •NO BETTER SOLUTION*) 
B A C K = . T R U E ; 
RETURN 
380 CONTINUE II«L+2 III=II+IV K«0 DO 390 1-1, IV 390 IYFCI>«0 * DO 410 X-XX#X1X ABSC=ABS(SC'CI) ) IFCABSC*GE*SMALL) GO TO 400 K«K+1 IYFCK>«0 GO TO 410 400 ASC-SCCD-l. AESC=AES(ASC) 
IFCABSC* GE*SMALL) GO TO 450 K*K+l IYFCK>«1 410 CONTINUE K-0 BACK"•TRUE* ZPLUS-Z 
DO 430 I'UNOSRCS IFCSSCI)*GT*0) GO TO 420 K*K+1 YPLUSCI)=IYFCK> GO TO 430 420 YPLUSCI)=YBEST<I> 430 CONTINUE FCPLUS«0 DO 440 X-1#N0SRCS 440 IF<YPLUS<n*GT*0> FCPLUS• FCPLUS +FIX C X) TCPLUS=ZPLU5-FCPLUS VRITE(6,445>" 445 FORMATC2X*'BACKTRACK*••BETTER SOLUTION FOUND*) RETURN ' " 450 CONTINUE DO 460 J-UL 460 UCJ)-0 DO 470 I-UIV J-IBVCI) "'' IFCJ*LE*L> UCJ)-DCI,IZ) 470 CONTINUE DO 405 J«WL 405 CONTINUE VRITEC6*407> 407 FORMATC2X,*A SURROGATE CONSTRAINT HAS BEEN FOUND RETURN" * ' END 
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SUBROUTINE WRTOUT COMMON ITER,ISMJ,ICTR,BACK,SUMMI,SUMDJ,YBEST(30> COMMON NOSRCS,NODEST,NODES,ARCS,ISUM,LARGE, ZPLUS,TCPLUS, FCPLUS, 




INTEGER SS,CONST,CV ' 
LOGICAL NTFEAS 
INTEGER NOSRCS,NODEST,NODES,ARCS,ISUM,LARGE,ZPLUS,TCPLUS,FCPLUS, 
* YPLUS,F,HI,PI,FIX,AVAIL,DEM WRITE<6,8> ICTR WRITE<6",9> ITX WRITEC6,7> ITER WRITEC6,1 ) DO 2 I»l,NOSRCS IFCYPLUS (I ).EQ.O) GO TO 2 VR1TE(6,3) 7 " 2 CONTINUE WRITEC6,4> TCPLUS WRITEC6,5) FCPLUS WRITE(6,6) ZPLUS 1 FORMATC2X,'THE FOLLOWING ARE OPENED PLANTS •> 3 FORMATC2X,'PLANT •,I4> 4 FORMAT<2X,*THE TRANSPORTATION COST IS **112^ 5 FORMATC2X,rTHE FIXED COST IS •,112) 6 FORMATC2X,9THE TOTAL COST IS T,II5) 7 FORMAT (2 X', *THE NUMBER OF NETWORKS SOLVED IS f#I6) 8 FORMATC2X,'THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS ADDED IS*,16) 9 FORMAT<2X, rTHE NUMBER OF LPMS SOLVED IS ',16)"' RETURN END 
- - - T H E E N D - - -
APPENDIX C 
TEST PROBLEM DATA 
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Transportation Costs 
The problems which were used to test the algorithm have all appeared 
in the literature. Problem one and problems seven through sixteen are 
based on the Kuehn and Hamburger problems, but with an additional source 
at the factory (Indianapolis). The first problem uses the first ten 
sources and twenty destinations mentioned. Problems seven through twelve 
use the first sixteen sources (including Indianapolis) and all destina­
tions. Problems thirteen through sixteen use all sources (including 
Indianapolis) and all destinations. 
The transportation cost, c^, is then given by rounding the fol­
lowing expression to the nearest cent. 
c t j * (1.25)^ + (2.5)dij 
The d^j refer to the railroad distance between plant i and destination j, 
and d^ is the distance from Indianapolis to plant i.̂ " 
Problems two through six appear in Ellwein, and have fifteen plants 
and forty-five destination. The transportation cost (in dollars) is 
given in Table 3. The columns correspond to plants, and each row repre­
sents a destination. 
Railroad distances were obtained from the Rand McNally Commer­
cial Atlas and Marketing Guide, p. 17, Rand McNally and Company, Chicago, 
1969. 
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Table 3. Transportation Cost for Problems 2-6 
10 25 50 50 50 10 25 50 50 50 10  50 50 50 
to 25 50 50 50 3 10 50 50 25 10 25 50 50 25 3 10 25 30 25 3 10 25 30 25 3 10 25 10 25 1 10 25 10 25 3 10 25 10 25 10 10 25 10 25 999 10 25 10 25 1 3 25 10 25 0 1 10 5 10 5 1 10 5 25 5 0 3 5 10 5 1 1 5 5 10 3 0 5 5 10 3 1 0 5 10 3 1 5 0 25 25 3 5 5 25 25 3 5 5 25 25 10 5 10 999 25 10 20 10 
999 25 50 20 10 999 25 50 20 10 999 999 50 50 10 999 999 999 50 25  999 999 50 50 
999 999 999 50 25  999 999 50 50 
999 999 999 50 25  999 999 50 999 
999 999 999 50 999  999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 
99 99 99 
999 
999 999 
99 99 99 999 999 99 99 99 999 999 999 99 99 999 999 9  9  9   999 20 50 25 999 999 20 999 50 
999 999 20 999 25 
999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 
50 
999 999 999 999 50 999 999 999 999 50 50 999 999 999  50 999 999 50 50 50 999 999 50 50 50 50 999 999 50 50 50 999 999 50 50 50 999 999 25 25 50 50 50 25 25 25 50 50 25 25 25 50 50 10 25 25 
50 
25 10 25 25 50 25 10 10 10 50 25 5 10 25 25 15 5 10 10 25 15 5 10 5 25 15 0 5 10 25 15 5 0 10 25 15 5 10 5 15 10 10 10 0 5 10 5 10 5 5 10 25 25 5 10 10 10 25 5 5 10 10 25 10 5 10 25 25 5 5 5 25 25 10 0 5 25 25 10 5 0 50 50 25 5 5 50 50 25 10 10 50 
50 




999 9 9 ? 5 0 50 1 5 
999 999 SO 25 20 
999 999 999 999 50 
999 999 999 
50 50 999 999 25 50 50 25 50 25 
10 25 50 50 25 25 25 25 50 25 25 25 
999 999 50 999 50 999 999 999 999 50 999 999 999 999 50 999 999 999 999 50 999 999 999 50 50 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 50 50 50 999 999 999 50 999 50 50 50 50 25 50 50 999 50 999 999 999 999 50 999 999 999 999 999 999 50 50 50 999 999 50 50 50 50 999 50 50 50 50 25 
50 
50 999 999 
25 25 50 50 30 25 25 50 50 25 15 25 50 25 25 15 25 50 50 25 50 20 25 25 25 10 15 25 25 20 10 15 25 25 25 25 15 25 25 50 50 15 20 20 20 15 15 20 20 15 10 
15 20 15 25 30 0 10 15 10 10 10 10 0 15 15 5 " 5 ' 5 10 15 
10 10 20 20 20 5 * 5 10 20 15 5 10 15 20 25 0 5 5 20 15 5 0  20 15 10 5 0 10 15 5 5 10 20 25 
1 5 
1 5 20 20 50 
15 
15 15 
10 25 25 25 
20 5 20 25 25 20 5 10 20 25 10 0 10 15 10 5 5 5 15 20 5 5 5 20 20 15 10 0 
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Fixed Costs (in thousands) 
Problem 9 
All fixed costs equal 12.5 except the ll**1, which is zero. 
All fixed costs equal 12.5 
Problem 2: 
30 17.5 22.5 20 35 27.5 40 
15 17.5 30 22.5 40 20 17.5 
Problem 3s 
45 25.5 34 30 52.5 41.5 60 
22.5 25.5 45 34 34 60 30 25.5 
Problem 4s 
Same as Problem 3. 
Problem 5s 
Same as Problem 3 
Problem 6s 
The fixed cost of Problem 3 multiplied by 10. 
Problem 7s 
All fixed costs equal 12.5 
Problem 8s 




12 25 25 40 12 25 12 12 
40 12 8 12 40 12 12 12 
Problem 13s 
All fixed costs equal th 7.5 except the 11 , which is zero. 
Problem 14s 
92 36 62 86 93 86 11 35 
60 28 35 56 95 41 66 88 
99 43 15 86 79 33 38 29 58 
Problem 15s 
Same as Problem 14, 
Problem 16s 
The fixed costs of Problem 14 multiplied by 10. 
Plant Capacities (in thousands) 
Problem Is 
All capacities equal 5. 
Problem 2s 
5 2.5 2.5 1 5 2.5 5 1 
2.5 5 2.5 2.5 5 1 2.5 
Same as Problem 9. 
Problem lis 




7.5 3.75 3.75 
3.75 7.5 3.75 
Problem 4: 
10 10 5 
3.75 7.5 5 
Problem 5i 
No capacity constraints. 
Problem 6» 
Same as Problem 4, 
Problem It 
All capacities equal 5. 
Problem 8: 
Same as Problem 7. 
Problem 9: 
All capacities equal 15. 
Problem 10» 
No capacity constraints 
Problem 111 
No capacity constraints 
Problem 12» 
8 12 12 24 8 12 8 8 24 


































































Same as Problem 15* 
Destination Demands 
Problems 2-6: 
733 1746 826 
741 823 1103 
1945 571 841 
316 582 281 
1479 666 730 
1196 1584 1118 

























No capacity constraints. 
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Problems 1, 7-16. 
146 87 672 1337 
1089 33 32 5495 
615 564 226 3016 
807 551 304 814 
482 495 231 322 
366 3671 2213 705 
275 500 2241 733 
222 
It should be noted that the coi 
by Ellwein on Problems 4-6, 12 
31 559 2370 
904 1466 143 
253 195 38 
337 4368 577 
685 12912 325 
328 1681 1117 
222 49 1464 
iguration constraints which were added 
nd 14-16 were ignored. 
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